Dear Members: Due to circumstances beyond our control, this issue of *The Criminologist* has been delayed and shortened. Future issues will incorporate information that was deleted from this issue. Please note, the scheduling of future issues will not be affected. Our apologies for any inconvenience this has caused. The Editor.

---

**A NEW JOURNAL FOR THE**
**DIVISION ON CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY**

Meda Chesney-Lind, Walter DeKeseredy, Brian MacLean, Dragan Milovanovic, Editors

At the 1995 business meeting of the Division on Critical Criminology in Boston, a tentative proposal was advanced to the Executive Committee about adopting the *Journal of Human Justice (JHJ)* as the journal of the Division. With considerable assistance from both David Friedrichs and Ray Michalowski, a formal proposal to adopt the journal and a financial plan to fund it was distributed to Division members who strongly endorsed the idea.

We are pleased to announce the publication of the inaugural issue of *Critical Criminology: An International Journal*. The new journal will be published semi-annually during a trial period of two years. Your editors during this time are: Meda Chesney-Lind, Acquisitions Editor; Walter DeKeseredy, Distribution Editor; Dragan Milovanovic, Acquisitions Editor, and Brian MacLean who will manage the journal and carry out production.

Our Mandate

*Critical Criminology* is the journal of the Division on Critical Criminology. Thus, our primary mandate is to provide an outlet for the work of our members. 'Work' here is to be broadly defined. It may consist of the dissemination of research findings, theoretical analyses, discursive analyses of criminological texts, and so forth. It is crucial to the success of the Journal that the diverse viewpoints with which our members proceed in their investigations of the discipline is also characterized in the journal. Critical criminology is a multi-paradigmatic discipline, and all of these paradigms will be equally included in the journal. The key determinant of suitability of subject matter for the journal, therefore, is that it must adopt a critical standpoint. Additionally, we are committed to a quick turn-around time for the assessment and publication of articles. If our members are going to seriously consider *Critical Criminology* as a venue for their work, then they must be assured that its publication is timely. With other academic journals, authors often see their work in print only after it has become dated. We wish to provide a better service for our members than they typically receive elsewhere in the academic community.

If we are to realize this mandate, then our members must see that the journal is an appropriate venue for their work, and they must be assured that a fair but rigorous review process will help to promote their work in both the broader community and their own institutional hierarchies. In this way, the journal should be seen as a quality, refereed academic journal for which our members receive proper credit in their own departments. At the same time, we do not wish to over-academicize the project.

As a way of reinforcing the point that our new journal is also committed to the struggle for social justice, two factors should be noted by the reader. First, we have included a regular section entitled 'Critical Reflections.' The purpose of this section is to provide members with a venue for fresh ideas - theoretical and practical - that are not necessarily best expressed in a rigid academic format.

Second, readers will note that the launching of our new journal has been dedicated to the memory of Claire Culhane. A stalwart member of the critical criminology community, Claire's practical struggles in the prisoner rights movement stand out not only as an example of dedication to the struggle for social justice, but also that, with persistence, our efforts can make a difference to the human condition. We shall all greatly miss her formidable presence.

During the trial period, it is expected that all members of the Division will receive the journal as an entitlement from their annual membership fees. In order for this to occur, however, there must be a sound financial plan that will keep the journal in the black.

---

Please see CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY, page 12
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RECIPIENTS OF THE
1996 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY AWARDS

GENE CARTE STUDENT AWARD

First Prize: $300
Second Prize: $150
Third Prize: $100

First Prize: Garth Davies, Rutgers University
“The Structural Covariates of Homicide.”

Second Prize: Nia Celestin, University of Maryland
“The Impact of Community Context on Predictors of Adolescent Drug Use.”

Third Prize: Theodora R. Curry, Washington State University
“Conservative Protestantism and the Perceived Moral Wrongfulness of Crimes.”

Third Prize: Shawn D. Bushway, Carnegie Mellon University

ASC MINORITY FELLOWSHIP

Each winner will receive $6,000 from the Fellowship:

Steven Carento, Department of Sociology, Washington State University
Bruce Wilson, College of Criminal Justice, Sam Houston State University
Christine Martia, Sociology Department, Loyola University of Chicago

EDWIN H. SUTHERLAND AWARD

Robert K. Merton, Columbia University

AUGUST VOLLMER AWARD

Elizabeth A. Stanko, Brunel University, United Kingdom

THORSTEN SELLIN AND SHELDON AND ELEANOR GLUECK AWARD

Anthony E. Bottoms, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

HERBERT BLOCH AWARD

Meda Chesney-Lind, University of Hawaii at Manoa

1996 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY FELLOWS

Meda Chesney-Lind, University of Hawaii at Manoa
John Laub, Northeastern University
Charles F. Wellford, University of Maryland

The Criminologist
The Official Newsletter of the American Society of Criminology

A damning and extensively documented analysis of our dirty little war.”
—UTNE READER

“We will never be able to arrest, prosecute, or jail our way out of the drug problem. To understand why, read this book. The evidence is overwhelming; we need a radical change in the mission and mandate of drug control.”
—Nicholas Pasor, Chief of Police, New Haven

DRUG WAR POLITICS
by EVA BERTRAM, MORRIS J. BLACHMAN, KENNETH SHARPE, & PETER ANDREAS

$49.00 cloth, $17.95 paper at bookstores or order 1-800-852-6657
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
New titles from Anderson

Corrections:
An Introduction
Second Edition
Stan Stojkovic & Rick Lovell
Available November 1996

This text provides an exhaustive overview of the American corrections system. It addresses contemporary and controversial topics such as sex in prison, prison contraband markets, privatization, professionalization and policy development. Every chapter has been revised, and a number of new sections have been added throughout to cover the latest material on boot camps; Wisconsin's "third-level" alternative; the Division of Intensive Sanctions; prison violence; the effects of the "three strikes and you're out" law on prison social structure; and more.

In addition to covering institutional systems at local, state and federal levels, Corrections: An Introduction, Second Edition explores community-based corrections, including probation and parole, correctional history, and the issues of women and juveniles in the correctional setting—all enhanced by updated facts, figures, tables, and research on all significant areas within the correctional system. Prominent features include a new chapter on the death penalty and extensive revision of the chapter on correctional law. In addition, the book has more photographs, as well as many new "On the Defensive" sections that conclude each chapter.

American Criminal Justice:
An Introduction
Second Edition
Clemens Bartollas & Michael Braswell
Available December 1996

Approaching criminal justice from a humanistic perspective, American Criminal Justice: An Introduction provides a comprehensive treatment of criminal justice. A theme of hope pervades the text, highlighting that in the midst of the present chaos of American criminal justice, there are important changes taking place that point to a more just, humane and effective system for our future.

Divided into five units, this book covers American criminal justice with particular focus on the individuals who participate in the criminal justice system and the daily decisions they make. Part I provides an overview of criminal justice, examining crime in America, the measurement of crime, crime control strategies of the past and present, and criminal law. Part II focuses on the police, discussing the history, structure, functions, administrative strategies, institutional control, and effects of the informal system. Part III, covering the courts, explains varying court structures, administration, the role of legal actors, pretrial processes and procedures, the trial process and sentencing. Part IV deals with corrections, detailing the history, structure, functions and administrative strategies of adult corrections agencies as well as an investigation of juvenile justice. The book concludes with an Epilogue that offers strategies for developing a meaningful career in the criminal justice system.

Juvenile Delinquency: Historical, Cultural and Legal Perspectives,
Second Edition
Arnold Binder, Gilbert Geis & Dickson D. Bruce Jr.
Available February 1997

This second edition approaches juvenile delinquency issues from a broad perspective. Delinquency is discussed in a historical framework that traces the evolution of the Western perception of the child and its implications for delinquency theory and the juvenile justice system. A comprehensive theoretical overview explains and analyzes the many theories of delinquency, including classical, psychological, sociological and critical theories. The book assesses society's response to delinquency by looking at the historical origins, development, processes and effects of the American juvenile justice system, from police processing through court referral through detention, institutionalization and parole. Community-based approaches to managing delinquency are explored, with examples and assessments of successful programs. Special chapters cover the treatment of juveniles in other countries, the special problems of female delinquency, the relationship between media violence and delinquency, and special considerations for hard-core delinquency such as gang membership, violence and drug use. Written by well-known scholars Binder, Geis and Bruce, this book offers a scholarly yet readable overview of juvenile delinquency for today's students.

Anderson Publishing Co.
To request a review copy:
Call toll free: 1-800-582-7295
Fax: 513-562-8105
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE CRIMINOLOGIST will regularly feature in these columns position vacancies available in organizations and universities, as well as positions sought by members of the Society.

A charge of $50 for up to 125 words and $10 for each additional 25 words will be made. The charge will be waived for institutional members of ASC.

It is the policy of ASC to publish position vacancy announcements only from organizations or agencies which subscribe to equal educational and employment opportunities and those which encourage women and minorities to apply.

Institutions should indicate the deadline for submission of application materials.

The Professional Employment Exchange will be a regular feature at each Annual Meeting. Prospective employers and employees should register with the Society so later than three weeks prior to the Annual Meeting of the Society. Appropriate forms may be obtained by writing to the ASC offices in Columbus, Ohio.

To place announcements in The Criminologist, send all material to: Angela Patton, Managing Editor.

THE CRIMINOLOGIST, Department of Criminal Justice, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 60th and Dodge Streets, Omaha, NE 68182-0149. Telephone: (402) 554-2616, FAX (402) 554-2326. E-mail address: apatton@fa-cpcas.unomaha.edu.

When sending announcements, please include a phone number, fax number and contact person in the event we have questions about an ad. The deadline date for the March/April issue is February 3, 1996.

---

Aurora University. An independent university located forty miles west of Chicago is inviting applications for an assistant professor position in Criminal Justice. The candidate selected will teach introduction to criminal justice and other courses in some of the following areas: police function, police administration, criminal evidence and procedure, criminal investigation, courts and justice, and criminal justice research. In addition the position involves advising criminal justice majors, and engaging in professional activities and community service. A Ph.D. in Criminal Justice/Criminology or in an allied discipline with academic preparation and special interest in the policing area is preferred. Previous college level teaching experience is desirable. Salary is competitive and negotiable. To apply, send a letter expressing teaching interests and experience, a curriculum vitae and names and addresses of three persons for reference to: Dr. S. George Vincentnathan, Criminal Justice Search Committee, School of Business and Professional Studies, Aurora University, Aurora, IL 60506-4892, Telephone #630/844-6514, Fax #630/844-7830. Review of applications will begin November 15, 1996 and will continue until the position is filled. Women, minorities, and disabled persons are encouraged to apply.

Central Connecticut State University. The Department of Sociology/Criminal Justice invites applications for a tenure track position (rank open) for Fall 1997 pending funding of position. Salary competitive. To teach criminal justice classes in undergraduate and graduate programs; advise students; supervise master's theses; publish scholarly work; and participate in university and community service. Content areas include correctional programming, treatment administration and evaluation, Ph.D. in criminal justice, criminal justice psychology, or related field. No J.D. without Ph.D. Credentials and experience substantially comparable to the above will also be considered. Please send letter of application and resume with names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to: Dr. Debra Stanley, Department of Sociology/Criminal Justice, Central Connecticut State University, New Britain, CT 06050-4010. Review of candidates will begin on January 15, 1997. Central Connecticut State University aggressively pursues a program of equal employment and education opportunity and affirmative action. Members of all underrepresented groups, women, veterans and persons with disabilities are invited and encouraged to apply.

Eastern Michigan University. The Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology invites applications for tenure track Assistant Professor position beginning fall 1997 to teach in the general area of corrections and in a combination of one or more of the following: (1) feminism theory; (2) victimology; (3) domestic violence/sexual assault; or (4) race/ethnicity and the justice system. A Ph.D. from programs in Sociology, Criminology, or Criminal Justice is required by the time of appointment, although A.B.D.'s will be considered. Candidates should have teaching experience and a well-defined potential for scholarly research. Eastern Michigan University is located 35 miles from Detroit and 8 miles from Ann Arbor in an area with an unusually large number of leading institutions of higher education, major public and private sector organizations and recreational facilities. The Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminology has 21 faculty and 650 majors, most of whom are majoring in criminology and criminal justice. The department also has master's programs in criminology and criminal justice and sociology. For immediate consideration, send a letter of application, cv and three letters of recommendation to Position F9701, 318 King Hall, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. Applications will be accepted until finalists are identified. Eastern Michigan University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and members of minority groups are encouraged to consider this opportunity.

Florida Atlantic University. Our program is expanding and has three assistant professor tenure track positions in criminal justice starting in August, 1997. Various specialties will be considered. Qualifications: A Ph.D. in Criminology or a related field is required, a J.D. is inappropriate. Salary: Competitive. Inquiries: Send a vita and three references to: Dr. David Griswold, Department of Criminal Justice, Florida Atlantic University, 777 Glades Rd., Boca Raton, FL 33431. Phone: (561) 367-3240. Closing Date: January 31, 1997. AA/EOE.

Guilford College. Justice and Policy Studies invites applications for a tenure track position for August 1997. Teaching responsibilities in department include (1) Intro to Criminal Justice or to Policy Studies, (2) Research Methods, (3) Public Administration, and (4) other criminal justice or policy studies courses. Also expected to teach in the College's first year interdisciplinary seminar courses, senior interdisciplinary capstone courses, and to teach traditional age and adult students. Ph.D or equivalent terminal degree required. A J.D without an academic graduate degree is not sufficient. Experience in teaching, practice in the justice system, and government or nonprofit public service highly desirable. Guilford College is a selective co-educational liberal arts college of 1,200 students founded by the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers). Minorities encouraged to apply. Send a vita, names and phone numbers of three references and a letter describing your teaching interests, experience and qualifications to: Dr. Richard Kania, Chair, Justice and Policy Studies, Guilford College, 5800 W. Friendly Ave.,
Loyola University Chicago. The Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for two tenure-line positions at assistant or associate levels. Demonstrated interest and competence in teaching, scholarly research and publications required; demonstrated ability to secure grants preferred. Relevant experience and involvement in the criminal justice system also required. Duties involve teaching undergraduate and graduate courses, student advisement and community service. Candidates must possess a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or a related discipline. Applicants for both positions will be evaluated according to their competence in any combination of the following areas: management and organizational aspects of criminal justice, theories in crime and delinquency, substance abuse, gang violence and control, crime and racial/ethnic minorities, economic and environmental crime. One position is in policing. It has the additional requirement to teach courses in policing, police management and administration. Salary: competitive. Closing date: January 10, 1997 or until positions are filled. Submit letter of application, curriculum vitae, college transcripts (copies), examples of scholarly writing to Dr. Gad Bensinger, Chairperson, Criminal Justice Department, Loyola University Chicago, 820 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611. An EO/AA Employer.

Northern Michigan University. The Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for two positions: 1) department head, and 2) tenure-earning senior (associate or full professor) faculty member. Minimum requirements for the two positions are: an earned doctorate in criminal justice or related field, substantial full-time teaching experience at the University level, and evidence of significant contributions to scholarship in the criminal justice discipline. Applicants with relevant professional experience are preferred. For the department head, area of specialization within the criminal justice field is open. For the senior faculty position, specialization in law enforcement is desired, but strong applicants in other areas are encouraged to apply. The faculty seek individuals who can provide the energy and leadership to support the department's growth potential while insuring high standards of education for its students. The Criminal Justice Department has approximately 360 majors and offers baccalaureate and associate degrees. A master's degree program is presently under development and is expected to be implemented in the near future. The department is currently comprised of seven full-time faculty and three full-time administrative professionals. The senior faculty position is being created to aid in the development of the new graduate program. In addition to the academic programs, the department contains the Criminal Justice Institute which provides law enforcement academy training and advanced in-service training for law enforcement and corrections personnel, the Correction Officer Development Center which is dedicated to improving educational opportunities for correctional officers, and the regional office of the state Office of Highway Safety Planning. During the last academic year, the department received over $800,000 in research and program grants. Northern Michigan University is a comprehensive institution of approximately 7,500 students located in the city of Marquette on the shore of Lake Superior. Marquette is a community of 24,000 and is the cultural, commercial, medical and governmental center of Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. The region offers unexcelled outdoor recreational opportunities in all seasons. Access to the Upper Midwest's major population centers of Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Chicago, and Detroit is available through Marquette County Airport. The planned appointment date for both positions is August, 1997. Applications will be reviewed beginning December 31, 1996, and the search will continue until the positions are filled. Interviews are anticipated in early February with final selection in April. Salaries are competitive with unusually good benefits. Applicants must submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, and the names, addresses and phone numbers of five (5) references, to Personnel Selection Committee, Attention: Linda L. Zupan, Ph.D., Criminal Justice Department, 1401 Presque Isle Avenue, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855-5335, (906) 227-2640. NMU is an AA/EOE.

Pennsylvania State University. The Crime, Law, and Justice Program (CLJ) at University Park invites applications for two tenure-track assistant professor positions to begin Fall 1997. Areas of specialization for both positions are open. Candidates should have a strong commitment to research and should show significant potential in teaching. We especially welcome applications from candidates who can make contributions across multiple areas of criminology and/or criminal justice. CLJ is a multi-disciplinary, tenure-granting unit within the Department of Sociology that offers bachelor, masters, and doctoral degrees. The work of CLJ's eleven
current faculty members focuses on courts and the legal process, criminal careers, corrections, the demography of crime, delinquency, organized crime/victimization, and theory. The University's commitment to CJL is reflected in an expanding graduate program and support for the establishment of a criminology and criminal justice research center (now in the planning stage). Please send c.v., statement of research and teaching interests, and the names of three references to D. Wayne Osgood, Chair, CJL Recruitment Committee, Department of Sociology, Box 4, 201 Oswald Tower, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802. Applications received by November 25, 1996 will receive full consideration; however, all applications will be accepted until the positions are filled. Pennsylvania State is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Purdue University. The Department of Sociology and Anthropology anticipates a tenure-track position in sociology at the beginning Assistant Professor level, effective August 1997. Preference will be given to candidates who can contribute to a combination of the following teaching needs in the undergraduate and graduate levels: sociology of law and criminology. Secondary areas are open. Ph.D. in Sociology or related field is required, as is a record, or evidence of strong potential, of excellence in teaching and research productivity. Applicants should send letters, curriculum vitae, names of three references, and writing samples or publications to: Professor Robert Ferrucci, Chair, Search Committee, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, 1365 Stone Hall, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1365. Applications should be received prior to December 1, 1996, but applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Purdue University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Roger Williams University. Applications are invited for a tenure-track assistant professor level, faculty position. Roger Williams University is an independent comprehensive, co-educational institution with 2,100 full-time undergraduate students, 1,500 adult and continuing education students, and 32 majors, representing both professional studies and liberal arts. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in Administration of Justice, Criminal Justice, Sociology or a directly related area. Responsibilities include teaching undergraduate and possibly graduate courses, advising and participating in department and other college-related activities. While teaching areas for these positions remain open, the individual selected is expected to carry responsibilities in some combination of administration of justice, police, administration, law enforcement policy, corrections, criminal procedure, criminal law and options in elective areas. Candidates should demonstrate a clear promise of research productivity, good teaching and active department citizenship. Positions are full-time, effective August 1997. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Letters of application and a detailed resume including names of at least three references should be mailed to: Office of Human Resources, Roger Williams University, One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, R.I. 02809-2921.

San Jose State University. The Administration of Justice Department is seeking applications for the position of a probationary (tenure track) professor at the assistant, associate or full professor rank, depending upon qualifications. The position is an academic basis, starting August 1997. Qualifications include: Ph.D. in criminal justice, criminology, or a related field. Expertise in the area of white collar crime, criminal investigation, corporate, and computer crime. The applicant must also be able to teach in our core curriculum: police, corrections, courts, theory, or methods. Filing Date: March 1, 1997. Please refer to PVIN: ASA 97-036 and submit 1) letter of application, 2) detailed resume, with record of education, teaching and professional appointments, and experience, 3) university transcripts, 4) three current letters of recommendation to: Professor Inger Sagatun-Edwards, Chair, Administration of Justice Dept., San Jose State University, 1 Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0050. San Jose State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action Title IV employer.

Southeast Missouri State University. The Department of Criminal Justice is seeking a creative, effective leader and manager for the position of Professor and Chair beginning the spring semester of 1997 and continuing until filled. In addition to having a documented record of quality teaching, research and publication, and active community service, the successful applicant will possess a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or closely related field and have a record of administrative experience in areas that include budget and fiscal matters, curriculum development, grant writing skills and knowledge of current information technology. That candidate will also demonstrate a promise of dynamic leadership. All areas of specialization will be considered. Southeast Missouri State University is a regional, multi-purpose institution of more than 8,000 students in a wide variety of programs. The Department of Criminal Justice is dynamic and growing with about 360 majors, 50 graduate students, seven full-time faculty and several adjunts. Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Administration are offered in Criminal Justice. Cape Girardeau is a community of 39,000 population located 120 miles south of St. Louis and 175 miles north of Memphis on the Mississippi River. Persons interested in this position should send a letter of application, vitae, official transcripts and five references to Dr. Alvin Transeau, Department of Criminal Justice, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, Missouri, 63701. The review of applications will begin November 8, 1996 and continue until the position is filled. Fringe benefits are excellent and salary is commensurate with experience and qualifications. Southeast Missouri State University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. The Department of Sociology invites applications for the tenure-track position of assistant professor beginning August 16, 1997. Ph.D. plus specialized training in (1) two or more of these areas: policing, corrections, juvenile justice, policy; also (2) community action and/or social inequality. We are seeking candidates with successful teaching experience and a strong commitment to applied sociology. Visit our home page at http://www.siu.edu. Send application, transcripts, and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to Hugh D. Barlow, Chair, Department of Sociology, Box 1455, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Edwardsville, IL 62026. Review of applicants will begin January 1, 1997, and continue until the position is filled. SIUE offers equal employment opportunity without regard to race, color, creed or religion, age, sex, national origin, or handicap. Applicants may be subject to a background check prior to an offer of employment.

State University of New York College at Buffalo. Buffalo State College is SUNY's largest Arts and Sciences college and the system's only urban institution. The department awards baccalaureate and master's degrees taught by nine full-time faculty and a number of adjunct instructors within a diversified and multidisciplinary curriculum. The department is well-established and recognized for its excellence. A candidate must be committed to maintaining the department's primary focus on quality teaching while balancing an emphasis on student service, research/publication, professional/community service, effective relations with criminal justice agencies, and grant-seeking. Qualifications: Ph.D. in criminal justice or closely related area. Extensive teaching, publication and professional service accomplishments to warrant appointment at associate or full professor rank. Commitment to criminal justice education and its role in a diverse urban environment, with the appreciation for applied and theoretical research in such a setting. Teaching and research interests that complement the existing curriculum and urban mission of the college. Experience as an academic chair or acting chair or significant demonstrated leadership in an academic setting is desirable. Send curriculum vitae including substantive teaching and research interests and five references to Chair's Search Committee, Department of Criminal Justice, Buffalo State College, 1300 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York 14222-1095. Review will begin on December 1, 1996. The University at Albany is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from women, minority persons, handicapped persons, and/or special disabled or Vietnam era veterans are especially welcome.

University of Alabama at Birmingham. The Department of Justice Sciences invites applications for a tenure-track assistant professor position beginning September 1, 1997. Preference will be given to candidates with either the following qualifications: (1) Ph.D. in criminology, criminal justice or related social science discipline required. Research and teaching areas open, but preference will be given to candidates whose research area is policing; (2) JDP/Ph.D. in criminology, criminal justice or related social science discipline. Research area open, but preference given to candidates capable of teaching undergraduate and graduate law-related courses. Well qualified ABDs who will complete the degree by December 1997 will be considered. Teaching load is two courses per quarter. Salary is competitive. All application materials should be received by December 15, 1996. Send letter of reference, vita, and three letters of recommendation to: Brent L. Smith, Chair, Department of Justice Sciences, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294. The University of Alabama at Birmingham is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

University at Albany. The School of Criminal Justice invites applications for a tenure-track assistant professor position to begin in the Fall, 1997. Candidates with research and teaching interests in the areas of (1) law and society/law and social control, or (2) corrections/treatment/planned change will be considered, but preference will be given to candidates in the first area. A Ph.D., JD, or similar advanced degree is required by the start of employment. Candidates must have demonstrated potential for excellence in teaching, research, and published scholarship. Review of applications will begin January 1, 1997, and will continue until the position is filled. Candidates should send a letter of application including a statement describing research and writing plans, three letters of reference, and curriculum vitae to James Acker, Chair, Search Committee, School of Criminal Justice, University at Albany, 135 Western Avenue, Albany, NY 12222. The University at Albany is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from women, minority persons, handicapped persons, and/or special disabled or Vietnam era veterans are especially welcome.

University of California, Riverside. The Robert Presley Center of Crime and Justice Studies is searching for an Associate Director. The Presley Center was established in 1993 by the State of California to provide an institutional base at UCR for developing a program of research in crime and justice studies. Its guiding purpose is to generate knowledge essential for the formation, implementation, and evaluation of effective crime prevention and correctional policies. The position is for someone who will work closely with the new Director in setting the research agenda of the Center, implementing the Research Plan of the Center which has been focused on 1) gender and crime, 2) Latino crime and justice, and 3) court behavior and decision making; conduct independent research that contributes to the Research Plan, generate outside funding to support the Center and her/his own research program, and help the Director in creating and stimulating a critical mass of crime and justice researchers on campus. The position is administrative and tenure track up to mid-Assistant Professor level. Ph.D. in Sociology is required. Some combination among the following interests, skills and characteristics is also desired: experience with extramural research funding; an established research record in crime, delinquency and/or corrections; experience working with local criminal justice and/or court officials, ability to speak and read Spanish; experience and interest in working with graduate students; research experience on firearms, alcohol/drugs, and economic conditions as cross-cutting issues in crime and justice research. Teaching experience and a strong commitment to teaching excellence is expected. Applicants should submit a letter of application and a curriculum vita, and should request three letters of recommendation be sent to Robert Nash Parker, Director, Robert Presley Center of Crime and Justice Studies, College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521-0221. The appointment will begin July 1, 1997. To insure full consideration, completed applications must be received by December 1, 1996; review of applications will
continue until position is filled. UCR is an AA/EEO employee.

University of Nevada—Las Vegas. Position Title: Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice. Responsibilities: We are seeking those with expertise in one or more of the following areas: Courts, Forensic Anthropology/Biology, Law, and Legal Process. Qualifications: A Ph.D. in an appropriate academic discipline is required. We seek candidates with demonstrated ability for doing scholarly work and are prepared to teach at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. Salary Range: Rank of Assistant Professor pending budgetary approval. The Setting: UNLV is a premier urban university located in the vibrant city of Las Vegas and is surrounded by the Mojave Desert. UNLV is the state's largest comprehensive, doctoral degree granting institution with 20,000 students and more than 600 full-time faculty. UNLV provides traditional and professional academic programs for a diverse student body and encourages innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to teaching, learning, and scholarship. For more information, see the UNLV World Wide Web site at: http://www.unlv.edu. Application Deadline and Details: Tenure-track position to begin Fall 1997. Review of applications will begin December 1, 1996 and continue until the position is filled. Send letter of application, vita, and names and addresses of three references to: Randall G. Shelden, Chair, Recruitment Committee, Department of Criminal Justice, University of Nevada—Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV 89154-5009. UNLV is an equal opportunity employer committed to cultural diversity.

University of New Hampshire. The Family Research Laboratory (FRL) has fellowships for research on family violence available starting in the summer and fall of 1997. These NIMH-funded positions are open to new and experienced researchers with doctorates in the fields of psychology, sociology, social work, law, nursing, public health and medicine. The fellowships are intended for work in the area of child abuse, marital violence, elder abuse, sexual abuse, child victimization, rape, homicide and other family-violence related topics with special attention to mental health impact. Scholars may use the one-year fellowships (with possible one-year extension) to collaborate with FRL faculty on a current project, to work on one of the many data sets archived at the FRL or to work on their own projects. Fellows must be able to reside within commuting distance to UNH (one-and-a-half hours from Boston). Annual stipends run from $19,608 to 32,300, depending on number of years since receipt of doctorate. Applications from scholars with interests in family violence in minority families are particularly encouraged. Applications (statement of intended use of fellowship, curriculum vita, three letters of recommendation and publications or work sample) will be accepted immediately and up until March 1, 1997. For more information, contact David Finkelhor, Co-Director, Family Research Laboratory, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824; (603) 862-1888, E-Mail: David.Finkelhor@unh.edu.

University of North Carolina at Charlotte. The Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for a tenure-track position as Assistant Professor beginning Fall 1997. Area of specialization is open but preference will be given to candidates specializing in corrections. Practical field experience is valued. A Ph.D. in the social sciences is required at appointment. We seek candidates with a strong research agenda and appropriate methodological skills who are prepared to teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels. The Department is comprised of 11 faculty and offers the B.A. and M.S. degrees in Criminal Justice. Planning is underway for an interdisciplinary doctoral program. Review of applications will begin December 1, 1996 and will continue until the position is filled. Representatives will be at the ASC meeting in Chicago and interested candidates are encouraged to submit credentials prior to the conference. Submit letter of application indicating pedagogical interests and research agenda, curriculum vita and arrange for three letters of reference to be sent to Katherine Jamieson, Search Committee, Department of Criminal Justice, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 9201 University City Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28223-0001. Inquiries may also be made through e-mail: KJAMIES@uncvm.unc.edu. UNC-Charlotte is an EO/AA Employer.

University of North Carolina—Wilmington. The Department of Sociology and Anthropology invites applications for a tenure-track assistant professor position in criminal justice. The BA program in criminal justice has seven full-time faculty members and 275 majors. This is an expansion position to begin August 1997. We are seeking a generalist in criminal justice to teach police or corrections, and other areas of interest to the person and to the program. Commitment to excellence in teaching and potential for significant research and service expected. Interest in pursuing external funding a plus. Candidates should have a Ph.D. in sociology, criminology, or criminal justice by date of appointment. Review of applications begins on December 2, 1996 and continues until position is filled. The University is a growing institution of 9,000 students located five miles from the ocean. Send letter of application, curriculum vita, and names of three references to: Randy L. LaGrange, Criminal Justice Search Committee, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, UNC-Wilmington, NC 28403-3297. UNC-Wilmington is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

University of Oklahoma. The Department of Sociology invites applications for two full-time, tenure-track Assistant Professor positions beginning August 15, 1997. We seek colleagues with strong research and teaching commitments to complement departmental strengths and programs, especially the criminology program within our undergraduate major in sociology. For position #1, primary areas of specialization must include criminal justice and race. Ability and willingness to direct internships in criminology as part of the teaching load a plus. Position #2 requires specializations in sociology of law and gender. Ability and willingness to teach theory at the graduate level a plus. Applicants for both positions must have completed (or be close to completing) the Ph.D. degree, and provide documentation of research and teaching potentials. For the first position, the Ph.D. may be in Sociology or Criminal Justice and, for the second position, must be in Sociology. The starting salaries will be in the $35,000-$37,000 range, depending on qualifications and experience. Please send a letter of application describing research and teaching interests, curriculum vita, and three letters of reference to: Prof. Wilbur Scott, Chair, Department of Sociology, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019. The screening of applications will begin after December 15, 1996, but applications will be accepted until the position is filled.
accepted until the positions are filled. Inquiries regarding the positions may be directed to Prof. Scott by phone at (405) 325-1751 or by e-mail at wscott@ou.edu. (Please do not send applications by e-mail.) The University of Oklahoma is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer and strongly encourages applications from individuals of all races and ethnic groups, women and men alike.

University of South Florida. Applications are being accepted for a full-time tenure track position for a Senior Associate/Full Professor of Criminology beginning in August 1997, contingent upon funding. Salary is negotiable and commensurate with rank and experience. All candidates must have an earned Doctorate in Criminal Justice, Sociology, or Psychology (a J.D. will not suffice). Applicants should have a record of excellence in teaching in theory, statistics, research methods or other areas central to the discipline of Criminology. Applicants should also have extensive experience in supervising Doctoral dissertations. Preference will be given to individuals who have had responsibility for developing and administering Doctoral level programs in Criminology. An ongoing program of research with a demonstrated record of publication and grant support is a requisite for consideration for the proposed position. All applicants must have a commitment to multi-cultural diversity. Applicants must have a record of active professional involvement and professional recognition beyond their current institution. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. For disability accommodations, please call Mitchell Silverman five days in advance. The deadline for receipt of applications is January 15, 1997. Interested applicants should send a letter of application, vita, three letters of recommendation and representative reprints of scholarly work to: Dr. Mitchell Silverman, Search Committee, University of South Florida, Department of Criminology, SOC 107, 4202 E. Fowler Avenue, Tampa, Florida, 33620-8100. (PH 1 813-974-9556, FAX 1 813-974-2803). According to Florida Law, applications and meetings are open to the public. USF is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity/Equal Access employer.

University of Texas at San Antonio. One tenure track position at the Assistant Professor level, subject to budgetary approval, is available Fall 1997 in the Law Enforcement or Juvenile Justice emphasis within the Criminal Justice Discipline. The Criminal Justice Program is located in the Division of Social and Policy Sciences with other undergraduate programs in geography, political science and sociology, and a graduate program in public administration. A graduate program in Justice Policy has been proposed. A Ph.D. (or equivalent) degree in criminal justice, criminology, or a closely related field is required by August 31, 1997. ABDs close to completion (less than one year remaining towards the degree) may be considered for appointment at the instructor rank. The candidate must provide evidence of potential for scholarly research and publication in police studies or juvenile justice and criminal justice. Teaching experience at the college or university level is preferred, as is formal experience in a component of the criminal or juvenile justice system. The position involves research and teaching in law enforcement or juvenile justice and criminal justice studies. The applicant must also be able to teach quantitative research methods in criminal justice. Send letter of application, vita, names and addresses of three references, a representative sample of written work, quantitative summaries of teaching evaluations (if available) and copies of all academic transcripts to Steve Russell, Chair, Criminal Justice Search Committee, Division of Social and Policy Sciences, The University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX 78249-0655. Completed applications must be postmarked no later than December 31, 1996. Applicants who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents should indicate visa status. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply. The University of Texas at San Antonio is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

ASSISTANT OR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

The Department of Correctional Services is seeking applicants for one, and possibly two, tenure-track positions at the level of Assistant or Associate Professor to begin August 15, 1997. A Ph.D. in Criminal Justice/Criminology, Sociology, or closely related discipline by that date is preferred; exceptional ABD applicants will be considered. Student advisement, research, publication, and service will be expected. Salary is competitive, based on rank and experience. The Department offers an undergraduate degree in Corrections and Juvenile Services as well as courses in the College of Law Enforcement’s Graduate Program. The first position requires teaching research methods/statistics and some of the courses listed below, as well as willingness to participate in activities of the Department’s teaching/research lab. The second possible position involves teaching a combination of the following courses: Theory, Introductory Corrections, Community Corrections, Correctional Administration, Institutional Corrections, and Juvenile Justice/Corrections. Opportunities may exist to participate in the College’s Graduate Program and the University’s Women’s Studies Program.

Please send a letter of application, current vita, three letters of reference, and official transcripts of graduate work to Dr. Richard Snarr, Chair, Department of Correctional Services, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475-3131. The deadline for receipt of applications is December 31, 1996.

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
Criminological Theory:
An Analysis of its Underlying Assumptions

Werner J. Einstadter and Stuart Henry
both of Eastern Michigan University

The first senior and graduate level criminological theory text to devote complete chapters to feminist and post-modernist criminological theory, this text thoroughly examines the ideas of various theorists on human nature, societal structure, criminal law, criminal behavior, and crime causation. It provides students with a clear, analytical overview of criminological theory — systematically analyzing, comparing, and evaluating both traditional and contemporary theoretical perspectives and assumptions.

"This book is a welcome addition to the plethora of criminological theory texts. Unlike standard texts, it weaves both theory and practice in an attempt to constitute theoretical ideas "as logical frameworks for the analysis of crime and society’s response". Criminological Theory is a scholarly work which should be welcomed by any theoretical criminologist. Not only have the authors maintained the integrity of criminological theory, they have successfully demonstrated the relationships between ideal and practice."

from Social Pathology


To request a complimentary copy, contact your local Harcourt Brace representative, call our service office at (800)237-2665, or email collegesales@harbrace.com.
CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY, continued from page 1

Our Financial Plan

While Division dues may help to fund the journal, they are clearly insufficient on their own to maintain a semi-annual publication. Annual subscription rates for the journal are free for Division members, $30 for institutions, $20 for individuals, and $14 for students and people on low income. Subscription revenues will help to alleviate the production costs of the journal; but, until the subscription list is sizable, such revenues will not cover all of the costs. There are several other ways, however, by which revenues for the journal will be produced. First, Dragan Milovanovic and Brian MacLean are currently editing the first of a series of books for the Collective Press, the Critical Criminology Series, that should be seen as a Division initiative for the purposes of funding the new journal. These books are anthologies consisting of new materials written by Division members with the purpose of serving classroom needs. The first in this series introduces undergraduate students to the diversity of perspectives that combine to form critical criminological discourse. Entitled Thinking Critically About Crime, this book will be available at the November, 1996 meetings and for course adoptions in January 1997. The Collective Press will forward the net proceeds from the sale of this text into Division coffers as one way to defray the costs of producing the new journal.

Second, authors published in the journal must either subscribe to the journal or be members of the Division. In this way, we should be able to increase subscriptions without levying a manuscript evaluation fee.

Additionally, we have inherited an inventory from the JHJ. Complete sets of back issues from the JHJ (Volume 1, Number 1 through Volume 6, Number 2) will be available at the cost of $100. If members of the Division encourage their institutions to purchase these back issues, then the revenue for the journal may be sufficient to make it financially independent. Individuals and institutions who purchase these will have their names included on the inside back cover of every issue of the journal as founding patrons.

Finally, we hope that, over the next few years, we can co-publish combined issues with other Divisions in the ASC. This will not only promote cooperative relations among Divisions, it may also help to reduce the production costs of the journal.

Concluding Remarks

Your editors believe that the contents of the first issue of the journal will make an excellent start in fulfilling our mandate. We also hope that Division members will be both satisfied with the results of our first efforts and will look forward to contributing to this Division project in a cooperative way. We are committed to producing a range of voices and incorporating your ideas into the journal. We expect to have a web site established before the end of the year that will help to facilitate the communication between members and your editorial team. In the meantime, Mela, Walter, Dragan, and Brian will be delighted to hear from you about any aspect of the project. We close in solidarity with members of the Division and their commitment to critical criminology as a practice through which the struggle for social justice is waged.

Further information about the journal or book can be obtained by mail from: The Collective Press, Suite 361, #185 - 9040 Blundell Road, Richmond, BC. Canada. V6Y 1K3; by telephone at (604) 272-4943; by fax at (604) 241-4920; or by email at ‘bdspm@aol.com’.